2.3   Coastal Access and Recreation
An important part of coastal planning under the Coastal Act is protecting and enhancing public
access to the shoreline. This section documents existing coastal access conditions, and describes
improvements to enhance access to the coast for people arriving by all modes of transportation.
Recreational open space is a defining feature and an extraordinary resource for Half Moon Bay, and
a high priority under the Coastal Act. The section documents existing public recreation facilities,
evaluates local and visitor demand for recreational facilities, identifies priority improvements, and
evaluates the recreational needs of the community.

2.3.1   Coastal Act Framework
The Coastal Act requires that public access to the coast be maximized, while embodying
considerations of public safety, property rights, and natural resource protection. Public access must
be provided through new development projects, with specified exceptions. Public parking and other
facilities should be distributed along the coast, and lower-cost visitor-serving facilities are to be
protected, encouraged, and provided (Sections 30210 through 30214). Section 30252 requires that
new development maintain and enhance public access to the coast by facilitating transit and
minimizing the need for local travel on coastal access roads.
The Coastal Act also seeks to protect and expand recreation opportunities, by protecting oceanfront
land and upland areas for recreational uses. Water-oriented recreation, recreational boating, and
visitor-serving commercial recreational uses are to be prioritized (Sections 30220 through 30224).
Additionally, the Coastal Act requires that adequate parks for local residents be provided so that
coastal recreation areas are not overloaded (Section 30252). Coastal Act policies are provided in
Appendix A.
Coastal Act Policies
The following California Coastal Act policies are relevant to the provisions of coastal access and
recreation and are incorporated into this LCP. Appendix A contains the full text of each Coastal Act
policy.
Article 2: Public Access

-  Section 30210 Access; recreational opportunities; posting
-  Section 30211 Development not to interfere with access
-  Section 30212 New development projects
-  Section 30212.5 Public facilities; distribution
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-  Section 30213 Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities; encouragement and provision;
overnight room rentals
-  Section 30214 Implementation of public access policies; legislative intent
Article 3: Recreation

-  Section 30220 Protection of certain water-oriented activities
-  Section 30221 Oceanfront land; protection for recreational use and development
-  Section 30222 Private lands; priority of development purposes
-  Section 30223 Upland areas
-  Section 30224 Recreational boating use; encouragement; facilities
Article 6: Development

-  Section 30252 Maintenance and enhancement of public access
-  Section 30254 Public works facilities

2.3.2   Public Coastal Access
COASTAL ACCESS POINTS
A number of streets and pathways provide a direct connection between Highway 1 and the
coastline, as shown on Figure 2.3-1. Mirada Road, Young Avenue, Venice Boulevard, and Kelly
Avenue lead to beaches that are part of Half Moon Bay State Beach, a unit of the State parks system.
Poplar Street provides access to Poplar Beach, owned by the City and County and managed by the
City of Half Moon Bay. Coastal access is also provided at Surfers Beach in far northern Half Moon
Bay and at the end of Miramontes Point Road at the south end of the city. Formal access is provided
to the beach at each of these locations, except for Surfers Beach, where the beach can be reached by
traversing riprap. Kelly Avenue provides the most direct beach connection from Downtown, and
the Half Moon Bay State Beach Visitor Center is located at its terminus. Campsites and shower
facilities are located at Francis Beach (Kelly Avenue) and Venice Beach (Venice Boulevard). Public
parking at beach access points is discussed in more detail in the Roadway Network and Vehicle
Access section below. ADA access is also included to varying degrees in the parking lots and for
linkages to the California Coastal Trail and viewing areas. While signage directing visitors to the
coast is present along Highway 1, it is incomplete and does not create a unified sense of Half Moon
Bay’s coastal opportunities.
Access to the coastline also exists from many public streets and rights-of-way in the Miramar, Casa
del Mar, Alsace Lorraine, Arleta Park, and Ocean Colony neighborhoods. Coastal access in these
neighborhoods is typically in the form of trail connections to the California Coastal Trail, and views
over the bluffs to the ocean. Some of these trails are informal, and may result in damage to sensitive
environmental resources and contribute to erosion.
Formal access to the beach is provided at several points distributed along the length of Half Moon
Bay’s 6.2-mile coastline. While signage is present along Highway 1 directing visitors to access
points, it is does not do so in a clear or unified way. Meanwhile, some informal access points from
neighborhoods may result in damage to bluff environments. The LUP reinforces existing coastal
access points, and calls for improvements to accessways in certain locations. The LUP calls for
consistent and prominent wayfinding signage be added along Highway 1, directing visitors to each
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of Half Moon Bay’s coastal access points. Additional wayfinding signage can help direct vehicles to
designated parking areas and can also direct pedestrians to designated access points, helping to
prevent environmental damage and erosion due to the use and creation of informal pedestrian and
bicycle paths. The LUP further includes policies to expand transportation options for the benefit of
coastal visitors which can also serve to reduce traffic congestion and pollutant emissions.

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN COASTAL ACCESS
This section provides an overview of existing and planned bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure in
Half Moon Bay, including the California Coastal Trail, and identifies gaps and areas of opportunity
in the existing bicycle and pedestrian network. Bicycle and pedestrian facilities are shown on Figure
2.3-1.
California Coastal Trail
The Coastal Act requires local jurisdictions to identify an alignment for the California Coastal Trail
(CCT) in their LCPs. The CCT is envisioned as a continuous interconnected public trail system
along the California coastline. The trail takes many forms, including informal footpaths, paved
sidewalks, and separated bicycle paths; it may be located on beaches, bluff edges, hillsides, and
within the highway right-of-way. While primarily for pedestrians, the CCT also accommodates
bicyclists, wheelchair users, equestrians, and others as opportunities allow.
Existing segments of the CCT run in a north-south direction west of Highway 1 in Half Moon Bay.
The trail is a paved path along the coastal bluffs from Mirada Road past the south end of Poplar
Beach, south of Seymour Bridge. The CCT is also a paved path between Redondo Beach Road and
the southern boundary of the city. Informal trails link these two segments in the Wavecrest area.
Formalization of the CCT through this area will provide a safe route for visitors that directs traffic
away from sensitive habitat areas.1 When complete, the Wavecrest Coastal Trail Project will provide
a formal trail from the south end of Poplar Beach southward along the bluffs to Ocean Colony,
adding 1,689 feet of formal public access. The first segment of this span, between Seymour Street
and Wavecrest Road, was implemented in 2015.
Half Moon Bay’s city limits also include a narrow shoreline strip north of Arroyo de en Medio.
Here, the CCT uses Mirada Road as it parallels the shoreline, and then follows a paved path along
the bluffs in unincorporated El Granada, returns to City limits as a narrow paved trail along the
shoulder of Highway 1; and then follows a paved path west of the highway to Pillar Point Harbor.
The California Coastal Trail - San Mateo County Midcoast: Pillar Point to Mirada Surf report (San
Mateo County Parks and Recreation Department, 2010) identifies short-term and long-term
recommended improvements for this segment of trail.
The California Coastal Trail is a tremendous amenity to both visitors and Half Moon Bay residents.
Completion of the CCT within Half Moon Bay, as envisioned by this Plan, will create a continuous,
improved route from El Granada to the south City limits, including future improvements through
the Wavecrest area.

1

Placeworks, 2014. Wavecrest Coastal Trail Project Public Review Draft Initial Study.
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Responding to Erosion and Potential Sea-Level Rise
Waves acting upon the steep bluff features are a source of erosion along the Half Moon Bay
coastline. Over time, sea level rise is anticipated to increase the Planning Area’s exposure to coastal
flooding, the rate of erosion along the shoreline and bluffs, and other potential hazards. Loss of
shoreline due to rising waters may also threaten the stability of coastal habitats, recreation areas,
and public access. LUP policies in this chapter require access and recreation facilities—including
in particular the CCT—to be sited, designed and maintained to avoid or mitigate erosion and the
impacts of sea level rise. See chapter 2.5 for more detailed discussion of these hazards.
Other Multi-Use Trails
Half Moon Bay features two other multi-use trails that serve both pedestrians and bicyclists, and
which support coastal access:
•   The Naomi Patridge Trail runs along the east side of Highway 1 from Roosevelt Boulevard
to Ruisseau Francais Avenue, and on the west side of Highway 1 from Ruisseau Francais
Avenue to SR 92. A second segment parallels the west side of Highway 1 between Kelly
Avenue and Wavecrest Road. See “Planned Parallel Trail (Naomi Patridge Trail)” below.
•   The Pilarcitos Creek Trail functions as an undercrossing for Highway 1 for bicyclists and
pedestrians. The trail connects SR 92 on the east with Oak Avenue Park on the west,
following Pilarcitos Creek.
The Pilarcitos Creek Trail’s bike/pedestrian Highway 1 underpass connects the north and south
segments of the Naomi Patridge Trail, via an on-street route along Pilarcitos and Kelly avenues.
The San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (CBPP), adopted in 2011 by
the City/County Association of Governments (C/CAG) of San Mateo County, identifies a “Parallel
Trail” along Highway 1 as a key countywide corridor. The Parallel Trail would run adjacent to
Highway 1, starting at Devils Slide and extend south to and through Half Moon Bay.
The Naomi Patridge Trail is Half Moon Bay’s segment of the Parallel Trail. Today, the trail provides
a direct travel route for pedestrians and cyclists along much of the Highway 1 corridor in Half
Moon Bay. Planned future segments of this trail will facilitate continuous non-motorized travel on
a separate path adjacent to Highway 1, from Half Moon Bay’s northern to southern city limits.
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Bicycle Facilities
Bicycle facilities are classified as follows:
•   Class I: Multi-use, paved paths that are separated from vehicular traffic, and enable twoway travel for bicyclists and pedestrians.
•   Class II: On-street striped and signed lanes for bicyclists.
•   Class III: Shared right-of-way for bicyclists and motorists, with no dedicated space
exclusively for bicyclists. Class III facilities have signage that identifies them as bike routes
and may have “sharrows” – symbols on the pavement indicating that the roadway is to be
shared with bicyclists.
The multi-use CCT, Naomi Patridge Trail, and Pilarcitos Creek Trail provide Class I facilities for
cyclists. Class II bicycle lanes are present on Main Street from Highway 1 south to SR 92, Kelly
Avenue from Highway 1 to the intersection of the CCT and Balboa Boulevard, and Miramontes
Point Road from Highway 1 to Pelican Point RV Park.
SR 92 is identified in the CBPP as a countywide key corridor. A Class I bicycle facility is proposed
starting at the intersection of SR 92 and Highway 1, and terminating between Apanolio Creek and
Corinda Los Trancos Creek, two miles to the east. Bicycle improvements beyond this segment of
SR 92 have not yet been defined. The CBPP also proposes creating a bicycle connection between
the CCT and Higgins Canyon Road. The type of bicycle facility is not defined in the plan but would
include a combination of Poplar, Seymour, and Main streets and 2nd and 3rd avenues.
Bicycle facilities along Highway 1 and SR 92 will further enhance recreational access to the coast
for cyclists. In addition to a continuous, direct multi-use trail along the Highway 1 corridor, the
LUP supports the creation of signalized or protected intersections to make it easier for people on
foot and on bikes to cross the highway to access recreational areas along the coast. The LUP
identifies a more comprehensive bicycle network within the city that provides connections between
Downtown, the Naomi Patridge Trail, the CCT, and the beaches. Signage, lane markings, and
further visibility improvements are also needed to ensure bicyclist safety. The addition of bicycle
parking at major destinations such as Dunes Beach, Venice Beach, and Poplar Beach can encourage
cycling by providing cyclists with a more secure place to store their bikes.
Sidewalks, Pathways, and Highway Crossings
Most streets in and around Downtown Half Moon Bay have sidewalks. Outside of this area, many
streets do not have sidewalk or other pedestrian pathway facilities. The lack of continuous sidewalks
along Kelly Avenue and Poplar Street—the primary connections between Downtown Half Moon
Bay and the coast—also discourages coastal visitors from walking. These are identified as priorities
for pedestrian-oriented enhancements. “Complete streets” policies ensure that streets
accommodate all users; these policies will apply more broadly to the City’s roadway system.
In Half Moon Bay, Highway 1 currently constrains pedestrian and bicycle mobility due to limited
crossing opportunities, heavy traffic, and lack of consistent pedestrian pathways. Many
intersections do not have stop controls or treatments to help pedestrians and bicyclists safely cross.
Even where signalized intersections exist, green lights are calibrated for vehicles and do not allow
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sufficient crossing time for bicyclists or pedestrians. Pedestrians often walk along the roadway’s
paved shoulders due to the infrequency of safe crossings that would allow access to the Naomi
Patridge Trail.
Pedestrian improvements along this route have the
potential to provide greater access for low-income
populations, agricultural workers, and transit
riders who constitute a relatively large share of
bicyclists
and
pedestrians.
Pedestrian
improvements will also be of great benefit for
coastal visitors, in particular by enhancing the
connection between Downtown Half Moon Bay
and the beaches. More frequent crossings of
Highway 1 are identified by the CBPP as a key
element for this corridor, and are supported by
policies in this LUP.

VEHICULAR COASTAL ACCESS
Highway 1(Cabrillo Highway) and SR 92 (San
Mateo Road) are the backbone of Half Moon Bay’s
roadway network, providing regional connections
from San Francisco (north) and the Bayside of San
Mateo County and beyond (east) to the coastline at
Half Moon Bay and south toward Santa Cruz.
Highway 1 and SR 92 are constructed as arterial
roadways, and are managed by Caltrans, which has
principal responsibility for any improvements. The
City of Half Moon Bay can propose, fund and
implement changes on the state routes, with
Caltrans approval. The City’s roadway network and
classifications are shown on Figure 2.3-2; more
detail on classifications may be found in the
Circulation Element.

San Mateo County Comprehensive
Transportation Management Plan
(CTMP)
The Midcoast Update to San Mateo County’s
Local Coastal Program (LCP), certified by the
Coastal Commission in 2012, requires San
Mateo County to prepare a Comprehensive
Transportation Management Plan (CTMP)
covering the Midcoast area, including Half
Moon Bay, to ensure consideration of
cumulative future conditions. The CTMP is
intended to respond to the potential impact
that growth in the region will have on the
Midcoast transportation system, which is
viewed by many as insufficient to support the
current and future needs of the community
and visitors.
Based on input from stakeholders, including
the Midcoast Community Council, the City of
Half Moon Bay, and residents, the draft CTMP
includes a set of new multimodal
transportation performance standards to be
applied within San Mateo County jurisdiction.
They serve as a reference for the City of Half
Moon Bay, and are summarized as follows
presented in this LUP. The CTMP also
identifies a set of improvements to address
identified deficiencies. Proposed CTMP
improvements in the City of Half Moon Bay
are also summarized in this LUP as potential
options for Half Moon Bay.
(As of April 2016)

The natural beauty of Half Moon Bay’s beaches, the
charming Downtown, and nearby attractions such
as Pillar Point Harbor attract large numbers of visitors during warm days of spring, summer and
fall. This is particularly true on weekends when the limited roadway network in Half Moon Bay
frequently reaches capacity. Special events such as the annual Half Moon Bay Art and Pumpkin
Festival in October and the Maverick’s surf competition, held during the winter about 4 miles north
of Half Moon Bay, also draw large crowds and high traffic volumes. Highway 1 provides the only
direct access to such events and SR 92 provides the most direct route to Highway 1 from the bay
side of the San Francisco Peninsula.
In addition to vehicular trips associated with commuting and recreation, a significant number of
large trucks use the same routes. Trucks transport agricultural products out of the area to market.
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Evaluation of Pedestrian and Bicycle
Conditions using CTMP Performance
Standards
The CTMP proposes a set of multi-modal standards, in
order to provide a more complete coverage of all modes.
The pedestrian performance standards in the CTMP are
based on two measures: expected walking demand, based
on land use factors; and a Pedestrian Environmental
Quality Index (PEQI). The PEQI takes into account
indicators of intersection safety, traffic volume, pedestriansupportive street design, land use, and perceived safety.
For locations with higher walking demand, a higher PEQI is
expected. None of the intersections or roadway segments
in Half Moon Bay currently meet the PEQI intersection
standards proposed in the CTMP. In addition, some
segments of Highway 1 do not currently meet the CTMPproposed standard for intersection spacing.
The CMTP’s bicycle performance standards use a Bicycle
Environmental Quality Index (BEQI) based on indicators of
intersection safety, traffic volume, street design, safety, and
land use relevant for cyclists, and set a specific threshold
for Highway 1. In order to meet this standard in Half
Moon Bay, the length of the Highway 1 corridor would
need both the Class I Naomi Patridge Trail, as well as
Class II bike lanes in both directions. CTMP-proposed
pedestrian and bike improvements are shown on Figure
2.3-3, and are for informational purposes only.
(As of April 2016)

Deliveries to the Ox Mountain landfill as
well as transport of sand and gravel from
the Pilarcitos Quarry—both of which are
located north of SR 92 east of the city
limits—further
contribute
to
a
significant presence of truck traffic. SR
92 is a curving road with increasing grade
as it traverses east. Trucks that use these
routes affect visibility, overall speed and
volume characteristics, especially when
present
in
concentrations
and
overlapped
with
commute
or
recreational traffic.
Half Moon Bay’s historic pattern of
development further establishes local
trip‐making patterns, especially for
residents.
Many
of
the
city’s
neighborhoods are not connected to each
other by residential streets and
pedestrian paths, as a result of historic
subdivision patterns; as a result,
residents often must travel on Highway 1
in order to reach any other part of the
city. These economic and geographic
characteristics define the overall travel
characteristics that affect the city’s
residents, workers, and visitors.

Performance Standards and Traffic Operations
Level of Service (LOS) is a quality measure that indicates the degree of congestion that occurs
during peak travel periods, and is the principal measure of roadway and intersection performance.
LOS can range from “A” representing free‐flow conditions, to “F” representing extremely long
delays. The City of Half Moon Bay supports LOS C as the desired LOS on Highway 1 and SR 92,
except during the peak commuting and recreational periods when LOS E is the minimum
acceptable standard.
During the weekend midday peak hour, when the number of coastal visitors is typically highest, the
intersections of Main Street and SR 92 and Highway 1 and Terrace Avenue both operate at LOS F.
Two other Highway 1 intersections, at Frenchmans Creek Road and Venice Boulevard, operate at
LOS E. The high volume of traffic on weekends and during special events often overwhelms the
roadway network that was built to meet the average weekday needs of the city’s residents. Growth
in regional travel and increasing popularity of the attractions and special events in Half Moon Bay
have resulted in the highest levels of congestion being on weekends and during special events.
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Improvements Underway
The City has begun the planning and design process
to combine and signalize the intersections of
Highway 1 at Terrace and Grand avenues as well as
signalize the intersection of Highway 1 and Main
Street (south). In addition, the City is looking into
the effect of signal coordination on congestion in
Downtown Half Moon Bay.
Planned Improvements

Alternative Performance Standards
Recommended by the CTMP
The CTMP proposes alternative traffic
performance standards for roadways and
intersections. For roadways, the CTMP
proposes a Delay Index standard to replace
LOS. The Delay Index measures the ratio of
peak period travel time on a segment to the
free-flow travel time. For vehicle-only
roadway segments, a Delay Index of 2.0 is
recommended, and for segments that
support multi-modal travel, a Delay index of
3.0 is recommended. The CTMP
recommends that the LOS standard be
maintained for signalized intersections, but
that it be applied to an unsignalized
intersection only if the intersection has
sufficient side-street traffic to meet a peakhour traffic signal warrant.

The Circulation Element identifies roadway
improvements along Half Moon Bay’s key corridors
that will help to ease traffic congestion while also
improving safe access and connectivity for people on
foot and on bikes, and enhance access to the coast for
visitors. These improvements include a traffic signal
at Terrace Avenue; widening of approaches to
signalized intersections on Highway 1; and widening
(As of April 2016)
of segments of Highway 1 to from two to three lanes,
including a center left turn lane. These are shown on
Figure 2.3-2, and described more fully in the Circulation Element. The improvements outlined in
the Circulation Element are intended to accommodate the existing and future travel needs
generated as the city approaches build out based upon the General Plan and Land Use Plan.
Ongoing monitoring studies will evaluate future needs as the land‐use patterns of the city evolve.
Additional Potential Improvements
The San Mateo County CTMP has identified additional potential improvements which would
address LOS deficiencies. These include signalization of two additional intersections; additional
striping and slight widenings at other intersection approaches along Highway 1; widening of
Highway 1 to four lanes on both sides of Poplar Street; right-turn-only signage on certain streets
that have unsignalized intersections with Highway 1; and passing/climbing lanes on SR 92.
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PARKING
Parking at Coastal Access Points
Public parking is provided at most vehicular access points to the coast including at the end of
Mirada Road, Young Avenue for Dunes Beach, Venice Boulevard for Venice Beach, Kelly Avenue
for Francis Beach, Poplar Street for Poplar Beach, and Miramontes Point Road for recreational
users. There is an informal parking lot on the east side of Highway 1 across from Surfers Beach and
just outside the City limits. Public parking lots are identified on Figure 2.3-2. Redondo Beach Road
also reaches the blufftop, and an informal parking area exists. A parking structure adjacent to the
Ritz Carlton provides public parking for beach access in the Ocean Colony area.
The lots at Dunes, Francis, and Venice beaches are part of Half Moon Bay State Beach, and are
managed by the State. The cost of parking in the State Beach lots is 10 dollars per vehicle.2 The lot
at Poplar Beach is owned and managed by the City of Half Moon Bay. Cost of parking in the Poplar
Beach lot is 2 dollars per hour or 10 dollars per day for vehicles less than 20 feet, and 3 dollars per
hour or 15 dollars per day for horse trailers and vehicles longer than 20 feet.3 Parking is free at
Miramontes Point Road, though capacity is limited to 15 spaces. On the weekends and during
special events these lots often fill up, resulting in spillover parking on residential streets.
Currently, the provision of special event parking is the responsibility of the event promoter. Parking
management for events is addressed as part of the city’s special events permitting process. Parking
demand substantially increases during special events and on weekends. Provisions intended to help
address such increases include allowing drivers to park along the shoulder of Highway 1 and SR 92
and in certain private parking facilities. At peak times, visitor parking spills over onto nearby
residential streets. In order to accommodate this demand, the LUP calls for the City to explore the
feasibility of additional parking options.
On-Street Parking
As of 2016, on-street parking is free throughout Half Moon Bay. There are no time restrictions with
the exception of Main Street and its side streets, which have a two-hour time limit. Within
Downtown the majority of parking is provided on-street with both parallel and angled on-street
spaces. A Downtown parking survey was conducted in 2011 to determine the location and times of
the highest parking occupancy rate. May and June represent months of peak demand in Half Moon
Bay, particularly during weekends. The survey showed that during this time, the average parking
occupancy level in Downtown Half Moon Bay was 50 percent. The highest occupancy rate (close
to 100 percent) was observed during the afternoon hours in certain blocks. The peak weekend
occupancy rate lasted from late morning to early evening on Saturdays and Sundays. Streets parallel
to Main Street in Downtown had much lower parking occupancy rates in comparison to Main
Street. This LUP calls for expanding time-limited parking in the Downtown area to encourage
employees and business owners to park farther away from their stores, opening up more convenient
parking for customers and coastal visitors.

2

California Department of Parks and Recreation, 2014.

3

City of Half Moon Bay, 2014.
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TRANSIT ACCESS AND SHUTTLES
Existing transit service to Half Moon Bay is provided by the San Mateo County Transit District,
which operates SamTrans, the regional bus service; and RediCoast, a paratransit service. Two fixedroute SamTrans bus lines currently serve Half Moon Bay:
•   Route 17 provides weekday service connecting Pacifica, Moss Beach, El Granada, Half
Moon Bay, and Pescadero. The route travels along Highway 1, and uses Main Street and
Kelly Avenue in Downtown Half Moon Bay.
•   Route 294 connects Half Moon Bay with San Mateo Medical Center, Hillsdale Caltrain
Station, Hillsdale Shopping Center, and the College of San Mateo, via SR 92, with a loop in
Downtown Half Moon Bay.
These two bus routes have headways of 60 minutes or more during off peak hours and weekends.
This schedule makes it difficult for visitors to use public transportation as a primary mode of travel.
In addition, routes are limited and not well-matched to the travel needs of coastal visitors.
Recreational visitors seeking access to coastal attractions and Half Moon Bay festivals lack
convenient transit options. Limited transit service puts additional strain on Highway 1 and SR 92
during weekends and festivals, and impedes mobility of both local residents and coastal visitors.
Increasing transit service on the weekend or providing additional types of service during major
events such as the Half Moon Bay Art and Pumpkin Festival would make public transit a more
viable option. Transit stops lack amenities such as benches, shelters, and trash cans. Adding
amenities will help create a more comfortable and pleasant waiting environment for transit riders.
Shuttle services that could operate on weekends and during special events, allowing people to move
between destinations such as Downtown Half Moon Bay, Pillar Point Harbor, the Ritz-Carlton and
Half Moon Bay Golf Links, and the beaches, may also be a viable option.

2.3.3   Coastal Recreation
The California Coastal Act seeks to ensure that the recreational needs of new residents will not
overload nearby coastal recreation areas, by correlating the amount of development with local park
acquisition and development plans with the provision of onsite recreational facilities to service new
development. This section summarizes Half Moon Bay’s existing coastal recreational land, as
shown in Figure 2.3-3, and the City’s approach to ensuring that local recreation needs are met.
Parks and recreation are covered in more detail in the Open Space Element.

PUBLIC COASTAL RECREATION AREAS
Half Moon Bay extends over six miles along the Pacific Ocean. The coast is generally characterized
by bluff-backed sandy beaches, with bluffs rising from about two to 80 feet in height, with higher
bluffs in the south. About three-quarters (4.5 miles) of the coastline is in public ownership,
including nearly the entire coastline from El Granada (Surfers Beach) to the south end of Poplar
Beach. A total of approximately 283 acres along the Half Moon Bay coastline are in public
ownership and available for public recreation.
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California State Parks and Beaches owns and manages most of this land at Half Moon Bay State
Park and Beach, with smaller amounts managed by the City and County at Poplar Beach and Surfers
Beach. Half Moon Bay’s beaches and bluffs support a variety of recreational uses including
swimming, walking, jogging, fishing, clamming, and horseback riding, as well as passive enjoyment.
The California Coastal Trail currently extends along most of the coastline, with a gap in the North
Wavecrest Restoration area between Wavecrest Road and Redondo Beach Road.

OPEN SPACE
In addition to the public coastal recreation described above, there are approximately 631 acres of
preserved open space in city limits. This open space includes land on beaches and adjacent to public
recreation areas, and contributes to Half Moon Bay’s coastal recreational environment.

CITY PARKS
As of 2016, there are eight existing and two planned city parks in Half Moon Bay, totaling
approximately 19.5 acres of developed park land, or 39 acres of total park land.
In addition to these park facilities, the City owns and/or manages a number of other parks or
facilities that provide recreational amenities to residents and visitors alike. These include portions
of Poplar Beach, Surfers Beach, and Redondo Beach; the Johnston House property east of Highway
1 (outside City limits); and segments of the Coastal, Naomi Patridge, and Pilarcitos Creek trails.
The developed portions of these properties are also counted toward the City’s park acreage
standard.
The General Plan and LUP parkland standard has been 8 acres per 1,000 residents. This standard
was not met in the City, and was not supported by implementation requirements in the Subdivision
Ordinance, which secured only 4 acres per 1,000 residents for park land dedication with new
development. Recognizing that the beaches and bluffs provide a valuable and plentiful recreational
resource for both residents and visitors, a revised standard of 5 acres per 1,000 residents is
introduced in the Open Space Element This is the maximum allowable parkland dedication
requirement, and is a standard that can be met and maintained. Maintaining this standard in the
future would require the development of 9.8 acres of parkland to serve the community’s anticipated
population in 2040. See the Open Space Element for more detail.
Note to the Reader: The 5 acres per 1,000 residents parkland standard provided here is a suggestion
provided for discussion, and has not yet been fully reviewed and vetted by the community. A standard
of 4 acres per 1,000 residents was previously suggested and feedback from the community indicated
that the standard was too low. The 5-acre standard is being suggested at this time because it aligns
with a recent fee study conducted by the City, is currently being met by existing parkland, and can
realistically continue to be met in the future. The City welcomes feedback on the appropriate parkland
standard for Half Moon Bay, which will ultimately be included in the Open Space Element of the
General Plan.

RECREATIONAL BEACH USE
Surfers Beach is estimated to draw some 40,000 visitors per year, mainly surfers. Because this beach
is narrow and directly adjacent to Highway 1, with no easily accessible parking and no facilities,
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visitors who do not surf tend to visit other beaches. The beaches of Half Moon Bay State Park
(Roosevelt, Dunes, Venice, and Francis beaches) are all served by parking lots with restrooms, and
are accessible from the California Coastal Trail. Camping is available at Francis Beach. An
estimated 684,000 visitors went to Half Moon Bay State Beach in 2013, according to the San Mateo
County Department of Parks and Recreation. Poplar Beach is also served by public parking and is
accessible from the California Coastal Trail as well as Half Moon Bay’s central neighborhoods.
Visitor use estimates are not available for Poplar Beach, or for the coastal beaches and bluffs to the
south outside of the public recreation area.4
Based on historic hotel performance trends and generally consistent with forecasts for state and
national travel spending, analysis done for the General Plan and Local Coastal Program Update
estimated that the Coastside could add nearly 73,000 room nights by 2017, or roughly 200 rooms.
The projected hotel room growth could occur anywhere within the Coastside, although Half Moon
Bay is particularly well positioned because of its established Downtown shopping district,
restaurants, access to the beach and other local, regional and state parks.

VISITOR-SERVING COMMERCIAL RECREATION
Equestrian Use
Horseback riding tours and lessons and horse stabling and boarding are offered at Sea Horse Ranch
and Mahoney’s Horses and Ponies, both located on Highway 1 just south of Frenchmans Creek.
Historically, equestrian facilities have also existed on the north side of the creek. These equestrian
operations make sue of the Coastal Equestrian Trail, which runs generally parallel to the California
Coastal Trail from Young Avenue south to Poplar Street. While in the State park, horses are
restricted to the designated horse trail and are not permitted on the beach.
Although some demand may exist for expansion of existing equestrian uses, expansion must be
limited in accordance with protection of the beach, dune, and stream environment from excessive
horseback riding. There may be additional opportunities for equestrian recreational use in the
hillsides east of Highway 1.
Golf Courses
The private Half Moon Bay Golf Links spreads across the southern end of the city west of Highway
1, with two 18-hole courses offering some of the most scenic and well-known golf facilities in the
country. The Golf Links also includes a 4-acre practice facility, bocce ball court, rental and sales
shops, and restaurant.
Campgrounds
Half Moon Bay is home to three campgrounds primarily accommodating campers and recreational
vehicles (RVs), with a total of 232 campsites as of 2016. Half Moon Bay State Beach provides 46
sites that accommodate trailers or RVs and seven tent sites at Francis Beach. Pillar Point RV Park
has 49 RV sites at Pillar Point Harbor at the far north end of Half Moon Bay. The privately-owned
Half Moon Bay RV Park and Campground, on Wavecrest Road, and Pelican Point RV Park, on
Miramontes Point Road, provide 65 and 72 sites, respectively.

4

California Coastal Sediment Management Workgroup. Coastal Regional Sediment Management Plan for the Santa Cruz
Littoral Cell, Pillar Point to Moss Landing, 2015.
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Hotels and Motels
There are over 900 rooms in lodging establishments in the Coastside region, including 587 in Half
Moon Bay, with anticipated completion of the Best Western Hotel in 2017. A hotel data sample
analyzed for the General Plan and Local Coastal Plan Update in 2014 reveals that Coastside rooms
are well distributed across the price scale. The Half Moon Bay hotel market skews more towards
the upscale and luxury market, with only about 5 percent of rooms considered economy class while
nearly 60 percent are luxury class.
Half Moon Bay hospitality establishments include the Ritz-Carlton, Half Moon Bay Inn, Half Moon
Bay Lodge, America’s Best Value Inn & Suites, Beach House Hotel, Coastside Inn, and Comfort
Inn. Smaller establishments, including the Mill Rose Inn, Cameron’s Inn, the Old Thyme Inn, and
other inns and B&Bs provide rooms in the city. An informal survey of vacation rentals revealed 12
unique properties available for rent on a short-term basis. Table 2.3-1 presents a summary of the
major lodging establishments in the city, from north to south.
Table 2.3-1: Half Moon Bay Major Lodging Establishments
Hotel Name

Year Built

No. of Rooms

Beach House Hotel

1996

54

Luxury Class

America’s Best Value Inn

1991

27

Economy

Best Western

2017

46

Upper Midscale

Comfort Inn

1999

54

Upper Midscale

Coastside Inn

1991

52

Midscale

Half Moon Bay Inn

1934

13

Upper Midscale

Ritz-Carlton

2001

261

Half Moon Bay Lodge

1976

80

Total

Hotel Class

Luxury Class
Upper Midscale

541

Sources: Smith Travel Research, 2014; EPS, 2014; City of Half Moon Bay, 2016.
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2.3.4   Policies
Note to the Reader: The following policies were developed for the LUP using a combination of sources,
including public input, the City’s 1993 LUP, guidance from the California Coastal Commission, the
2016 Sea Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment, and examples from existing certified LCPs of other
jurisdictions.

GUIDING POLICIES
Coastal Access
2.3-G.1  

Maximum Coastal Access. Provide maximum coastal access and recreational
opportunities for all people consistent with public safety needs and the need to protect
public rights, rights of property owners, and natural resource areas from overuse.

2.3-G.2  

Distribution of Public Facilities. Continue to distribute public facilities, including
parking areas or facilities, so as to mitigate against the impacts of overcrowding or
overuse by the public of any single area.

2.3-G.3  

Trail System. Develop a safe, cohesive network of pedestrian and bicycle trails,
integrated with the regional trail system. The trail network will include and
complement the California Coastal Trail and the Parallel Trail. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-G.4  

Support for Walking and Biking. Promote walking and biking as healthy,
environmentally sound methods to reduce vehicle trips and promote active lifestyles.
(Existing Circulation Element Goal 4, Synthesis 2))

2.3-G.5  

Cohesive Transportation System. Establish a cohesive transportation system to
support existing and planned land uses, with improved linkages between
neighborhoods and destinations such as schools, commercial centers, and the ocean
beaches. (Existing Circulation Element Goal 1, Synthesis 2)

2.3-G.6  

Safe and Convenient Vehicle Access. Maintain safe and convenient access for local
and recreational traffic to and from Downtown and for regional, recreational, and
commuter traffic to and from outside the city. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-G.7  

Comprehensive Signage Program. Implement a comprehensive program to provide
wayfinding and informational signage to direct visitors to destinations such as the
beaches and Downtown, as well as public parking areas, and provide other necessary
public information, ensuring that any signage is visually consistent and appropriate in
the coastal setting.(From Synthesis 2)

2.3-G.8  

Effective Transit Services. Support efforts to maintain and operate local and regional
transit services that meet the needs of Half Moon Bay residents, workers and visitors.
(Existing Circulation Element Goal 5, Synthesis 2)

2.3-G.9  

Alternative Modes. Explore the integration of alternative modes of transportation to
enhance access to Half Moon Bay’s destinations while reducing vehicle trips and
parking impacts. (From Synthesis 2)
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Alternative transportation systems could include carpooling, ride-sharing, school buses,
or a local or weekend shuttle service.
2.3-G.10  

Transportation Demand Management. Support efforts to manage travel demand
during periods of congestion through the distribution of information about travel
options, pricing of City‐owned parking facilities, subsidy of transit options and the
provision of facilities for walking and bicycling. (Existing Circulation Element Goal 7,
Synthesis 2)

2.3-G.11  

Scenic and Unique Facilities. Support special transportation and recreation facilities
in Half Moon Bay and surrounding areas, including the airport, marina, and equestrian
facilities. (Existing Circulation Element Goal 9, Synthesis 2)

Coastal Recreation
2.3-G.12  

Comprehensive Public Recreation System. Maintain a diversified, comprehensive
system of open space for outdoor recreation, including, but not limited to: parks;
beaches; areas for organized sports; and opportunities for the appreciation of nature.
(From Synthesis 1)

2.3-G.13  

Parkland Provision. Maintain parkland provision and accessibility standards to
ensure that new parkland keeps pace with population increase. (From Synthesis 1)

2.3-G.14  

Sustainable Public Access. Promote sustainable public access to parks and
recreational open space areas by providing adequate parking, alternative
transportation, and trails while considering habitat conservation and enhancement,
and healthy ecosystem functions. (From Synthesis 1)

2.3-G.15  

Interagency Cooperation for Beach Maintenance. Work with the State, County, and
other agencies to maintain high quality beaches for residents and visitors. (From
Synthesis 1)

2.3-G.16  

Interagency Cooperation for Open Space Acquisition. Coordinate with agencies and
organizations and leverage regional resources to ensure strategic and efficient progress
in the acquisition of public open space as well as its long-term maintenance. (From
Synthesis 1)

2.3-G.17  

Water-Oriented Recreation. Continue to protect coastal areas suited for wateroriented recreational activities.

IMPLEMENTING POLICIES
Coastal Access

Coastal Access Points
2.3-I.1  

Enhance Beaches and Open Spaces. Work with California State Parks and other
agencies and organizations to enhance the quality of the city’s beaches and open spaces
by reducing the amount of litter and pollution present in these areas and providing
appropriate amenities. (From Synthesis 1)
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•   Increase public awareness of the sources of pollution in the city’s waterways;
•   Increase public awareness of litter and its impacts on the landscape;
•   Provide trash receptacles in strategic locations along the city’s open space network;
•   Encourage volunteer activities to pick up litter in public open spaces; and
•   Provide more amenities to support high quality coastal access where appropriate,
including public restrooms, benches, and bicycle facilities.
2.3-I.2  

Coastal Access Improvements. Improve safety, accessibility, and aesthetics of coastal
access points at Redondo and Poplar Beaches. (From Synthesis 1)

2.3-I.3  

Public Shoreline Access. Continue to ensure that the public retains right of access to
the sea at locations identified in the Local Coastal Land Use Plan and where public
access to the sea has been acquired through historic use or legislative authorization.

2.3-I.4  

Siting and Design of Parking at Coastal Access Points. Work with the Department
of Parks and Recreation and others to ensure that coastal visitor parking is created,
modified, and/or managed with the following characteristics (Existing LCP Policy 217, modified):
•   No parking facility designed for more than 200 vehicles.
•   No parking facility south of Poplar designed for more than 50 cars, located at least
50 feet back from the bluff edge.
•   Parking lots to be located on property accessible directly from primary and
secondary access routes, located at least 100 feet from lots zoned for residences and
suitably screened by berms, landscaping, or lowered elevation.
•   Parking surfaces to be designed to ensure that water runoff does not exceed that
which exists prior to the improvement.
•   Locate all parking lots, structures, and water and toilet facilities at least 100 feet
from the center line of any drainage course terminating at the beach. (Existing LCP
Policy 2-18, modified)
•   Locate parking facilities so that beach access is not across dunes, where possible,
and use wooden walkways where access across the dunes is the only feasible means.
(Existing LCP Policy 2-20, modified)

2.3-I.5  

Temporary Events. Ensure that temporary events minimize impacts to public access,
recreation, and coastal resources through the special events permitting process.
Require a coastal development permit for temporary events to be held between
Memorial Day weekend and Labor Day, and occupy all or part of a public sandy beach
area.

2.3-I.6  

Fees and Time Restrictions. Ensure that public beaches maintain lower-cost user fees
and parking fees, and minimize parking lot and beach curfews to the extent feasible in
order to maximize public access and recreation opportunities.
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2.3-I.7  

Structures on Public Beaches. Limit structural development on public beaches to that
which is necessary for public access or safety, such as lifeguard towers, waste
receptacles, or wheelchair accessways. Such development will be sited and designed to
minimize adverse impacts on public access, recreation, and coastal resources. Prohibit
the encroachment of private development onto public beaches.

2.3-I.8  

Signage for Coastal Access Points along Highway 1. Work with Caltrans to provide
a coordinated signage program along Highway 1, identifying each specific access route
on the figures 3-1 and 3-2. Signage should be clear, legible, and consistent, and indicate
what amenities are available at each access point. The program should include signage
designed for unfamiliar visitors in vehicles as well as for pedestrians/cyclists. Signage
should also be provided where beach access is not available at western neighborhood
entrances to discourage visitors from needlessly entering and parking in these areas.
(Existing LCP Policy 2-11, modified)

2.3-I.9  

New Development and Coastal Access. Require that new development along the
coastline provide public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and
along the coast, and be designed to minimize impacts to public coastal access and
recreation. Ensure that impacts are mitigated through the dedication of access or trail
easements or the provision of improvements to other public access points.
The Community Development Director may grant exceptions to this requirement where
public access would pose a safety risk or threat to fragile resources, or where adequate
access exists nearby.

2.3-I.10  

Design of Public Accessways. Design public accessways to account for topographic
and site constraints; the fragility of natural resources; and the privacy of adjacent
residential uses.

2.3-I.11  

Review of Accessway Plans. Allow any public agency holding beach lands to review all
accessway plans on adjacent property to ensure they are consistent with the Local
Coastal Land Use Plan or the adopted State Park General Plan. (Existing LCP Policy 24, modified)

2.3-I.12  

Setbacks from Accessways. Prohibit structures to be built within 15 feet of an
accessway or the boundary of public shoreline recreation area ownership. A greater
distance may be required to minimize adverse visual impacts, to protect residential
privacy, or to protect public access. (Existing LCP Policy 2-5)

2.3-I.13  

Signage for Accessways. Require all vertical and lateral public accessways to have
clearly posted signs specifying the public's right to use these areas; signs must also
contain any limitations on the public’s right of access and specific uses. (Existing LCP
Policy 2-6, modified)

2.3-I.14  

Maintenance of Accessways. Require a public or private entity to be responsible for
required public accessways. Until such an entity agrees to be responsible for such access
ways, they are not required to be open for public use.
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2.3-I.15  

Restrictions on Parking. Prohibit restrictions on public parking that would adversely
affect public access to beaches, trails, or other recreational lands along the coast except
where necessary to protect public safety and preserve neighborhoods for primarily
residential use. Such restrictions include the installation of “private beach” and “private
parking” signs, landscaping, and painting red curbs in the public right-of-way.

2.3-I.16  

Private Roads and Gates. Prohibit gates and other barriers designed to regulate or
restrict access on private roads where such barriers have the potential to impede access
to public trails and recreational areas.

2.3-I.17  

Abandonment of Public Rights-of-Way. Require a coastal development permit for
any proposed abandonment of a public right of way that may affect public access, and
allow abandonment only if it is demonstrated that adequate public access to the coast
will be preserved.

Sea-Level Rise Adaptation
2.3-I.18  

Public Access. Provide for the preservation of public access and recreation areas by
planning for the eventual loss and replacement of access and recreation areas
vulnerable to sea level rise. (From Vulnerability Assessment)

2.3-I.19  

Safe Access. Identify areas where accelerated erosion due to sea level rise may affect
the stability of formal and informal coastal accessways and seek to address hazardous
accessways include establishing alternative formal accessways in less hazardous areas.
(From Vulnerability Assessment)

CCT and Other Multiuse Trails
2.3-I.20  

Complete Trail System. Complete the trail system within the city to allow safe and
environmentally conscious access to parks, beaches, and recreational open space areas,
integrated with the regional trail system. This includes: (Existing Circulation Element
Policies 4-7 & 4-9)
•   Continuous pedestrian and bicycle trail along the coastline;
•   Trails along Pilarcitos and Frenchmans creeks, connecting neighborhoods to the
beaches and coastline, parks, and foothills;
•   Completion of pedestrian and bicycle trails west of Highway 1, and new trails east
of Highway 1 along its entire length; and
•   Connectivity between off-road trails and major on-road pedestrian and bicycle
routes, such that future improvements in the trail system also contribute to
linkages between important sites (such as beaches, schools, and commercial
centers).

2.3-I.21  

2.3-24

Trails Accessible for All User Groups. Design and designate trails as multi-use to be
accessible for all user groups, including walkers, bicyclists, and equestrians (as land use
policy allows). Ensure that the network provides an appropriate amount of resources
for each trail type or user group. (From Synthesis 1)
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2.3-I.22  

Minimize Potential Impacts of Trails. Locate multi-use trails and associated
amenities and passive recreational features to minimize impacts to sensitive habitats
and other sensitive surrounding land uses, such as residences. (From Synthesis 1)

2.3-I.23  

Improve Existing Trails. Improve existing trails, trail amenities, and safety. (From
Synthesis 1)

2.3-I.24  

Trail Design and Maintenance. Design and maintain trails for good drainage, lasting
ADA compliance, and sustainable implementation and maintenance.

2.3-I.25  

California Coastal Trail Improvements. Work with the Coastside Land Trust and
others to develop a formal segment of the California Coastal Trail between the
Wavecrest open space and Redondo Beach Road, as shown on the Coastal Access,
Parks and Recreation map. The trail should generally parallel the bluff edge, be
designed to minimize erosion and potential impacts to biological resources, and
aligned adequately inland to accommodate future sea level rise and bluff erosion
projections. Connect the lateral trail with one or more vertical trails connecting to the
beach, located and designed to minimize negative impacts. (Existing LCP Policy 2-22.
modified)

2.3-I.26  

Trail Improvements at Surfers Beach. Work with Caltrans and others on a long-term
solution to reduce erosion, enhance coastal access and recreation, and protect Highway
1 from future instabilities at Surfers Beach. This solution will include enhancements of
the segment of the CCT between Coronado Street and the Pillar Point RV Park.

2.3-I.27  

Long-term CCT Alignment. Study, identify and implement future alignments of the
CCT that would be expected to be protected from sea-level rise impacts even in a worstcase sea-level rise scenario of 6.6 feet, and would preserve or establish native vegetation
between the trail and the bluff top.
See also Sea-Level Rise Adaption policies under Coastal Access Points, above, and
Coastal Recreation, below.

2.3-I.28  

Equestrian Trails. Support maintenance of separate trails for equestrian use. Use
landscaping and signs to separate horse and pedestrian trails and to reduce bluff top
erosion. (Existing Circulation Element Policy 9-4; Existing LCP Policy 2-24, modified)

2.3-I.29  

Naomi Patridge Trail Extension. Extend the multi-use trail along Highway 1,
completing Half Moon Bay’s portion of a continuous Parallel Trail along the Coastside.
(From Synthesis 2)
The Naomi Patridge Trail alignment is shown on Figure 2.3-1.

2.3-I.30  

Downtown Multi-Use Trail Connection. Establish a multi‐use trail connection
between Main Street and the existing Pilarcitos Creek trail on the north side of the
creek to link with Downtown commercial areas. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-I.31  

Creekside Trails. Use Half Moon Bay’s creek system as the armature to form a system
of pedestrian and bicycle trails linking the city’s parks and open space recreation areas
and providing coastal access. Ensure that all new development along the creeks is set
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back to accommodate the planned trails. Site trails to avoid negative environmental
impacts to riparian habitats and to prevent erosion along the creekbeds. (From
Synthesis 2)
See Chapter 2.4: Coastal Resources for policies on development adjacent to riparian
corridors.
2.3-I.32  

Trail Easements. As part of the development approval process, obtain an irrevocable
offer to dedicate or a permanent easement for multi-use trails on privately owned
property where trails are proposed as part of the Half Moon Bay trail system.
For all new development along the California Coastal Trail alignment, require granting
of lateral easements to allow for continuous public access along the shoreline unless
publicly owned blufftop land suitable for trail development intervenes between the
development and the bluff edge. Dedicate all beach seaward of the base of the bluff. At
a minimum, ensure that the dedicated easement will have a width sufficient to allow
an adequate trail and to protect the privacy of any residential structures built near the
accessway. (Existing LCP Policy 2-2, Synthesis 1)

Bicycle and Pedestrian Access
2.3-I.33  

Safe Pedestrian and Bike Connections. Designate safe routes between residential
neighborhoods, schools, public parks, Downtown, commercial areas, regional trail
connections, and the coast, including safe crossings across Highway 1 and Highway 92.
Focus pathways (sidewalks and trails) and bicycle improvements along these routes.
(Existing Circulation Element Policies 4-1, 4-3, and 4-8, Synthesis 2)
Safe routes may be demarcated with pavement markings, signage, and other means
within existing or future rights-of-way to ensure safe, convenient, and comfortable travel.

2.3-I.34  

San Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Support the San
Mateo County Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (CBPP) by maintaining
and expanding the bicycle network, providing end‐of‐trip facilities, improving
bicycle/transit integration, encouraging bicycle use, and making bicycling safer.
(Existing Circulation Element Policy 4-2)
Improvements identified in the CBPP are included on Figure 2.3-1.

2.3-I.35  

Highway 1 Improvements. Implement improvements to improve safety and mobility
for all modes utilizing Highway 1, including those recommended by the Highway 1
Safety and Mobility Study, the Comprehensive Transportation Management Plan
(CTMP), or others identified through future community engagement and analysis.
(From Synthesis 2)
Improvements identified in these studies are included on Figure 2.3-1.

2.3-I.36  
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Work with Other Agencies. Promote cooperation with the County of San Mateo,
Caltrans, California State Parks and private land trusts to implement and maintain
bicycle and pedestrian connections across jurisdictional lines. (Existing Circulation
Element Policy 4-4)
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2.3-I.37  

Highway Crossings. Provide safe crossings across Highway 1 and SR 92 for bicycles
and pedestrians to enable access from all neighborhoods to the beach, Downtown, and
schools. (Existing Circulation Element Policy 3-1, Synthesis 2)
Potential improvements are shown on Figure 2.3-1.

2.3-I.38  

East-West Pedestrian Connections. Develop strong pedestrian east-west connections
along Kelly and Poplar avenues between Downtown and the beach. These streets
should be high priorities for sidewalk enhancements and pedestrian amenities as well
as directional signage. (From Synthesis, modified)

2.3-I.39  

Bicycle Parking Priorities. Work with the State Department of Parks and Recreation,
Cabrillo Unified School District, and downtown associations to identify funding
sources for and implement safe and convenient bicycle parking at all beach access
parking lots; all schools; and Downtown Half Moon Bay.

2.3-I.40  

Funding Sources. Pursue national, state, and local grants to improve bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure, encouragement, enforcement, and education efforts.
Improvements to infrastructure include bridges along multi‐use trails within the city.
(Existing Circulation Element Policy 4-13)

Roadway Network and Vehicle Access
2.3-I.41  

Roadway System to Meet Needs. Plan and design the transportation network to
accommodate traffic due to the build out of the General Plan’s land uses and densities,
and to the extent practical and feasible, growth beyond the city limits including within
the sphere of influence, and recreational, and regional through traffic. (Existing
Circulation Element Policy 1-2)

2.3-I.42  

Connective Network. Promote a transportation network that improves connectivity
and access to all modes and to local and regional destinations. (Existing Circulation
Element Policy 3-5)

2.3-I.43  

San Mateo County CMP. Maintain compliance with the San Mateo County
Congestion Management Program. (Existing Circulation Element Policy 1-6)

2.3-I.44  

Implementing Other Studies and Plans. Work with Caltrans and other jurisdictions
to implement findings from the Highway 1 Safety Study, Highway 92 safety
improvements, the recommendations in the San Mateo County CTMP, and/or
pursuant to continued community input. (Existing Circulation Element Goal2 from
Existing Circulation Element; modified Synthesis policy)

2.3-I.45  

Performance Standards. Provide acceptable Levels of Service by improving the road
network and incorporating adopted traffic improvements. The City will support Level‐
of‐Service (LOS) C as the desired Level‐of‐Service on Highway 1 and SR 92, except
during the peak commuting and recreational periods when LOS E will be considered
the minimum acceptable standard.
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The City may consider additional and/or alternative standards that reflect the experience
of congestion and that consider multiple modes of travel. (Existing Circulation Element
Policy 2-1)
2.3-I.46  

Implement Planned Intersection Improvements. Consolidate the intersection of
Highway 1 at Terrace and Grand avenues, including an extension of Frontage Road.
Signalize the reconfigured Terrace intersection and the Main Street (south)
intersection of Highway 1. (Existing Circulation Element: Circulation System
Improvements)

2.3-I.47  

Directional Signage. Design signage to be visible from Highway 1 and SR 92, and
maintain visual harmony with the coastal setting. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-I.48  

Peak Period Parking Provisions. In the Core Area and for ocean beaches and other
attractions, ensure that parking systems are sufficient to accommodate visitor surges
during peak periods, including special events and weekends. (From Synthesis 2)
Strategies to manage parking during peak periods may include providing spillover
parking lots, shuttle service, and encouraging non-motorized transportation.

2.3-I.49  

Emergency Vehicles. Develop a protocol to ensure that emergency vehicles have access
to all parts of the city, including during times of peak congestion and in popular
destinations, such as the beaches or Downtown. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-I.50  

Evacuation Routes. Maintain evacuation routes for hazards such as tsunami,
earthquake, and fire, and ensure that routes are clearly marked at regular intervals, as
well as widely publicized. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-I.51  

Marina Improvements. Consult with Port Authority and marina operators on marina
related improvements and operations, and support marina improvements and
operation that will bolster local industry and tourism. (Existing Circulation Element
Policies 9-1 and 9-2)

Sea-Level Rise Adaptation
2.3-I.52  

Transportation Priorities. Carry out vulnerability analyses to identify chronic
problem areas that are highly subject to erosion, wave impacts, flooding, or other
coastal hazards or that maybe become so in the near future. Coordinate with Caltrans
and local public works/transportation agencies to address high priority areas and
increase monitoring efforts of chronic problem areas. (From Vulnerability
Assessment)
Areas of concern based on the 2016 Half Moon Bay Sea Level Rise Vulnerability
Assessment include a segment of Highway 1 along the northern coast of the Planning
Area, bordering El Granada which is subject to erosion and utilizes shoreline protection,
and Mirada Road in the Miramar neighborhood, which has experienced severe erosion.

2.3-I.53  
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Interagency Coordination. Coordinate with Caltrans and local public
works/transportation agencies to establish new alternative transportation routes or a
plan to ensure continued alternative transportation and parking is available that allows
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for continued access to beaches and other recreation areas as sea levels rise. (From
Vulnerability Assessment)
2.3-I.54  

Harbor Linkages. Coordinate with relevant stakeholders (such as the San Mateo
County Harbor District) to ensure that linkages between nearby harbor infrastructure
and overland transportation networks will be resilient to future sea level rise impacts.
(From Vulnerability Assessment)

2.3-I.55  

Transportation Planning and Design. Ensure that transportation networks are
designed to function even if the highest projected sea level rise amounts occur. Efforts
to realign, retrofit, and/or protect infrastructure should be coordinated with Caltrans,
local public works/transportation agencies, and LCP planning efforts, and individual
projects will be implemented through CDPs. (From Vulnerability Assessment)

Transit Access and Shuttles
2.3-I.56  

Local and Regional Transit. Work with Sam Trans to increase bus frequencies and
ensure connections to regional transit options. Encourage Sam Trans to provide peak
weekend transit service to Half Moon Bay State Beach. (Replaces Existing LCP Policy
2-15; Existing Circulation Element Policies 5-1 and 5-3)

2.3-I.57  

Bus Shelters. Work with Sam Trans to provide safe, comfortable, and weatherprotective bus shelters throughout Half Moon Bay, including amenities such as
benches and lighting, set back a safe distance from the roadway. Ensure that shelters
are easily accessible for all users using the pedestrian and bicycle network. (From
Synthesis 2)

2.3-I.58  

Community Shuttle Service. Explore the implementation of a shuttle service to meet
a variety of local needs. Options to explore include a local circulator for seniors and
youth throughout the week, as well as weekend and event shuttles that can transport
visitors between Downtown, the beaches, and parking. (From Synthesis 2)

2.3-I.59  

Transportation Demand Management. Explore and support TDM programs that
reduce the reliance of Half Moon Bay residents and, especially, visitors on use of the
private automobile. (Existing Circulation Element Policy 7-1)

Coastal Recreation
2.3-I.60  

Coastal-dependent and Recreational Uses. In a zone extending approximately 200
feet inland from the mean high tide line, give priority to coastal-dependent and related
recreational activities and support facilities. However, camping facilities should be set
back at least 100 feet from the beach and bluffs and near-shore areas reserved for day
use activities. (Existing LCP Policy 2-7)
In no case shall recreational improvements, other than accessways, lifeguard facilities,
trash containers, and informational signs be located directly on the dry, sandy beach.

2.3-I.61  

Recreational Uses on Oceanfront Lands. Give priority to recreational uses on ocean
front lands that do not require extensive alteration of natural environment over
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recreational uses requiring substantial alterations. This shall apply to both public and
private development. (Existing LCP Policy 2-8)
Off-road vehicle use shall be prohibited in regional recreation areas, as designated on the
Land Use Plan Map.
2.3-I.62  

Recreational Uses in Public Park Lands. Do not permit development unrelated to onsite recreational activities in publicly owned recreational areas, with the exception of
the State Park administrative and maintenance operations located at Half Moon Bay
State Beach. (Existing LCP Policy 2-9)

2.3-I.63  

Acquisition for Coastal Access and Recreation. Coordinate with the State of
California, the County of San Mateo, and any private entity organized for acquisition
of public dedication that are expected to make all purchases for expanding
opportunities for coastal access and recreation. The City's role shall be to require
dedications as provided in this Plan in order to reduce required purchases, and to
retain any offers of dedication or easements required by this Plan as open for
acceptance by the above listed entities. (Existing LCP Policy 2-10)

2.3-I.64  

Parkland Standard. Provide 5 acres of neighborhood and community park area for
each 1,000 Planning Area residents, with additional parkland for specialized and low
use park acreage.
The park land standard will ensure that new development accommodates the
recreational needs of future residents. See the Open Space Element for more detailed
policies on future parks.
Note to the Reader: The 5 acres per 1,000 residents parkland standard provided here is
a suggestion provided for discussion, and has not yet been fully reviewed and vetted by
the community. A standard of 4 acres per 1,000 residents was previously suggested and
feedback from the community indicated that the standard was too low. The 5-acre
standard is being suggested at this time because it aligns with a recent fee study conducted
by the City, is currently being met by existing parkland, and can realistically continue to
be met in the future. The City welcomes feedback on the appropriate parkland standard
for Half Moon Bay, which will ultimately be included in the Open Space Element of the
General Plan.

Sea-Level Rise Adaptation
2.3-I.65  

Access Sites and Facilities. Require new public access sites, segments of the Coastal
Trail, and recreation and visitor-serving facilities to be sited and designed to avoid
impacts from sea level rise, while maximizing public access and recreation
opportunities. Where facilities can be safely sited for the near term but future impacts
are likely, require an adaptive management plan detailing steps for maintenance,
retrofitting, and/or relocation. (From Vulnerability Assessment)

2.3-I.66  

Mitigation. For unavoidable impacts to public access or recreation from shoreline
armoring or other development, require mitigation of impacts through the addition of
new public access, recreation opportunities, visitor-serving accommodations, or
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Coastal Trail segments, or payment of fees to fund such improvements. Mitigation
measures should be planned in such a way that, if possible, sea level rise will not impair
their efficacy over time. (From Vulnerability Assessment)
2.3-I.67  

Sea Level Rise Impacts Research. Support research on impacts to recreation and
public access, including impacts to recreational activities like surfing or other coastal
recreational uses. (From Vulnerability Assessment)

2.3-I.68  

Loss of Access and Recreation Areas. Identify replacement opportunities for how
replace recreation areas and accessways that will be lost due to inundation or damage
associated with sea level rise. (From Vulnerability Assessment)
All beaches in Half Moon Bay are subject to potential loss from erosion and rising sea
levels. Additionally, access points including the parking lot and pathways at Half Moon
Bay State Beach and Dunes Beach, and Venice Beach may be affected. Some segments of
the Coastal Trail, including bridges at Pilarcitos Creek and Wavecrest, as well as
informal trails along the coast at Wavecrest, are also subject to potential loss.

2.3-I.69  

Open Space Protection for Recreation. Protect open space to ensure available space
to replace parkland that is lost to sea level rise. Protect open space adjacent to beaches
and coastal habitats to allow for inland migration. (From Vulnerability Assessment)
All beaches in Half Moon Bay face potential loss from erosion and rising sea levels, based
on mapping conducted for the 2016 Half Moon Bay Sea Level Rise Vulnerability
Assessment.

Commercial Recreation and Visitor-Serving Commercial Uses
2.3-I.70  

Lower Cost Visitor and Recreational Facilities. Protect lower-cost visitor and
recreational facilities along the coastline. These include major, free recreational
attractions such as Half Moon Bay State Park; the Pillar Point and Pelican Point RV
parks and Birds of Paradise; and numerous beaches accessible at no cost.

2.3-I.71  

Development Priority for Visitor-Serving and Recreational Uses. Allow visitororiented and recreational uses as-of-right in all areas designated for Commercial
Visitor-Serving on the Land Use Diagram.

2.3-I.72  

Location of Visitor-Serving Commercial Development. Generally locate new visitorserving commercial development within the downtown commercial core, within and
near Ocean Colony/Half Moon Bay Golf Links, near Pillar Point Harbor, near Dunes
Beach, and in the Wavecrest area as designated in the Wavecrest Conservancy Project.
(Existing LCP Policy 2-29)

2.3-I.73  

Location of Commercial Recreation. Locate new or expanded commercial recreation
facilities in areas already established for such uses, with priority to locations in the
commercial core of the City, except where use characteristics are incompatible with
densely developed commercial areas (e.g. stables and golf courses). Commercial
facilities which are strongly connected with and support recreational uses shall be
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encouraged to locate in close proximity to the recreational activity. (Existing LCP
Policy 2-31)
2.3-I.74  

2.3-32

Equestrian Facilities. Locate new equestrian facilities near proposed County trail
systems in upland areas east of Highway 1 or on sites where the coastal terrace is broad
enough to accommodate such use without conflicts with public recreation. Limit
equestrian use and facilities west of Highway 1 to the level now generally available and
encourage relocation to upland areas. (Existing LCP Policy 2-32)

